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ABSTRACT: Slow microbial degradation of organic trace chemicals (“micro-
pollutants”) has been attributed to either downregulation of enzymatic turnover
or rate-limiting substrate supply at low concentrations. In previous
biodegradation studies, a drastic decrease in isotope fractionation of atrazine
revealed a transition from rate-limiting enzyme turnover to membrane
permeation as a bottleneck when concentrations fell below the Monod constant
of microbial growth. With degradation of the pollutant 4-chlorophenol (4-CP)
by Arthrobacter chlorophenolicus A6, this study targeted a bacterium which adapts
its enzyme activity to concentrations. Unlike with atrazine degradation, isotope
fractionation of 4-CP increased at lower concentrations, from ε(C) = −1.0 ±
0.5‰ in chemostats (D = 0.090 h−1, 88 mg L−1) and ε(C) = −2.1 ± 0.5‰ in
batch (c0 = 220 mg L−1) to ε(C) = −4.1 ± 0.2‰ in chemostats at 90 μg L−1.
Surprisingly, fatty acid composition indicated increased cell wall permeability at
high concentrations, while proteomics revealed that catabolic enzymes (CphCI
and CphCII) were differentially expressed at D = 0.090 h−1. These observations support regulation on the enzyme activity level
through either a metabolic shift between catabolic pathways or decreased enzymatic turnover at low concentrationsand, hence,
reveal an alternative end-member scenario for bacterial adaptation at low concentrations. Including more degrader strains into this
multidisciplinary analytical approach offers the perspective to build a knowledge base on bottlenecks of bioremediation at low
concentrations that considers bacterial adaptation.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Organic contaminants such as pesticides, personal care
products, steroid hormones, and pharmaceuticals are fre-
quently detected in the aquatic environment at low
concentrations (ng L−1 to μg L−1)1,2 These low-level
contaminantsreferred to as chemical micropollutantsbear
potential to impact ecosystems3 so that their natural
degradation is of great relevance. Many of these pollutants
were found to be biodegradable in studies at high
concentrations, at which degrading organisms could be
cultivated and isolated from contaminated environments.4−6

Nonetheless, the increasingly frequent detection of micro-
pollutants in aquatic environments indicates that their turnover
must be very slow to nonexistent at low environmental
concentrations.7,8 This observation is mirrored by the
persistence of assimilable organic carbon (AOC) in aquatic
environments on the order of 1−100 μg L−1 where
concentrations of individual sugars are only a few μg L−1.
This suggests that contaminants and degradable biomolecules
alike may become “persistent by dilution”.9 Despite such slow

degradation of AOC and despite an energy-limited environ-
ment, where microorganisms face continuous exposure to low
concentrations, viable cell counts still amount to 105 to 106

cells mL−1,9−11 of which most (∼70%) maintain their
activity.12,13 Hence, understanding activity, intrinsic limita-
tions, and microbial adaptation to low concentrations is
important, not only to understand the physiology of micro-
organisms under extreme environmental conditions but also
for micropollutant management and remediation strategies
when compounds are in principle biodegradable and organisms
are active, but degradation is inexplicably slow.
Two competing paradigms may rationalize such a low

activity at low concentrations. First, uptake of micropollutants
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into microbial cells (active/passive transport) may become
rate-limiting when the enzyme reaction shifts from zero- to
first-order kinetics at low concentrations so that intracellular
substrate levels are drained.14−16 Alternatively, enzymatic
turnover may become rate-limiting when microorganisms
adapt their physiology to low concentrationsfor example,
by switching to maintenance mode and downregulating
catabolic enzymes17,18so that enzymatic degradation slows
or even stalls below a particular low concentration. With
conventional methods, it is challenging to identify the
bottleneckmass transfer or enzyme activityunder these
circumstances. Insights from compound-specific isotope
analysis (CSIA) offer complementary evidence. CSIA measures
the ratios of stable isotopes at their natural abundance in a
compound. The isotope effect of enzymatic reactions usually
discriminates against heavy isotopes and, therefore, leads to an
enrichment of heavy relative to light isotopes in the remaining
pollutant molecules next to the enzyme.19 If this enrichment
can also be observed outside the cell in solution, it makes CSIA
a unique approach to determine turnover of micropollutants in
natural systems. Such an isotope fractionation is typically
observed in microbial degradation at high concentrations when
enzymes inside the cell are substrate-saturated and enzymatic
turnover runs at zero-order kinetics (Vmax). Under these
conditions, mass transfer across the cell membrane is fast in
comparison, and intra- and extracellular substrate concen-
trations are in rapid equilibrium.20,21 At low concentrations
depending upon microbial adaptationhowever, two scenar-
ios can arise: one where the enzyme reaction remains the rate-
determining step and the other where mass transfer into the
cell becomes limiting.21 In analogy to insights from isotope
fractionation of CO2 in photosynthesis of C3 versus C4 plants

22

or in algae when uptake becomes limiting,23,24 here, observable
isotope fractionation can provide conclusive evidence. (i) If
intracellular concentrations fall below the Michaelis Menten
constant, enzymatic turnover will no longer run at saturation
but follow first-order kinetics. The enzyme reaction may
consequently become fast relative to mass transfer into and out
of the cell so that cell membrane passage becomes the
bottleneck of the overall transformation (Scenario 1 above). In
such a situation, the isotope effectwhich still occurs next to
the enzymewill no longer be represented outside the cell
because molecules are quicker to be converted than to diffuse
out and make the isotope discrimination visible in solution.
Hence, concomitant to mass transfer limitations, the isotope
fractionation that is experimentally observed outside the cell
will become masked and decrease.15,16,25 (ii) In contrast, if the
enzymatic turnover remains slower than the mass transfer
across the cell membranecorresponding to scenario 2
mentioned abovethe opposite trend will be observed:
isotope fractionation will be fully expressed, similarly as at
high concentrations.
In degradation of the prevalent micropollutant atrazine with

Arthrobacter aurescens TC1,26 a drastic decrease in isotope
fractionation revealed that scenario 1 prevailed: at about 60 μg
L−1, mass transfer through the cell membrane became limiting
implying that the enzyme machinery remained fully active at
low concentrations.27,28 While intriguing, insights from this
study are based on the response of only one microorganism
cultivated with one specific micropollutant, and it represents a
case where enzyme activity was not reported to respond to
specific micropollutant concentrations. It is well-recognized
that organisms exist (i) whose enzyme activity is regulated by

the micropollutant concentration, either on the expression
level of metabolic pathways (up/downregulation9,18,29,30) or
directly on the level of enzyme activity (inhibition31−33 and
activation34,35), and, further, (ii) whose cell membrane may
change in response to high versus low concentrations of a
compound so that membrane permeability and, thus, mass
transfer are also modulated.36,37

Phenolic compounds, for example, 4-chlorophenol (4-CP),
represent a specific category of pollutants which are known for
acute toxicity that has a regulating effect on both enzyme
activity38,39 and cell membrane fluidity so that mass transfer
across the cell membrane is also modulated.40 Attention has
been paid to isolation of degrader strains and to the influence
of high, toxic concentrations on growth kinetics.5,41 In
contrast, it remains to be investigated how degraders adapt
to low concentrations and what influence changes in cell
membrane fluidity, as well as enzyme activity regulation, have
on limiting 4-CP turnover at low concentrations. Specifically, it
was our objective to investigate whether concentrations may
have a regulating effect on enzymatic turnover of 4-CP so
thatunlike in the case of A. aurescens TC1it would be
enzymatic turnover rather than mass transfer through the cell
membrane that becomes rate-limiting at low concentrations.
To explore this, Arthrobacter chlorophenolicus A6 was chosen as
a model microorganism which can degrade various phenolic
compounds.5 The availability of a fully sequenced genome,42

experimental evidence of membrane adaptation at varying
concentrations,37 and the presence of inducible degradation
enzymes that can catalyze two catabolic pathways simulta-
neously42,43 make this organism a promising candidate to
explore the effect of physiological adaption/regulation on the
bottleneck of phenolic compound degradation at low
concentrations. Previous studies targeted CSIA during
biodegradation of phenolic compounds at high concentra-
tions44 or they explored the indirect influence of phenolic
compounds on isotope fractionation of a different substrate
the electron acceptor nitrate.45 Here, it was our aim to directly
measure the observable isotope fractionation of 4-CP during
ongoing degradation along with analysis of membrane fatty
acids and the proteome state of the cells at varying
concentrations. To investigate two end-member scenarios, A.
chlorophenolicus A6 was cultivated at high concentrations (mg
L−1) in batch and chemostats and at low concentrations (μg
L−1) in chemostats. In both cases, observable isotope
fractionation was measured to explore limitations by mass
transfer. To probe for physiological adaptation, (i) flow
cytometry was performed to inform about the fraction of
viable to total cells, (ii) comparative label-free proteomics was
conducted to observe changes in protein expression, and (iii)
the cell membrane fatty acid composition was analyzed to test
for changes in membrane fluidity.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cultivation in Batch and Chemostats. A. chloropheno-

licus A6 (DSMZ, Germany) was grown on mineral salt (MS)
medium supplemented with 220 (1.71 mM) mg L−1 4-CP and
0.5 g L−1 (6.25 mM) NH4NO3 (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) as a
source of C and N, respectively.5 The medium was prepared in
MilliQ water where the total organic carbon content was less
than 10 μg L−1 and the pH was adjusted to 7.2 with sodium
hydroxide (1.0 M). The medium was autoclaved at 121 °C for
20 min and cooled. After autoclaving, the media was spiked
with 4-CP (≥99%, 1.3 g mL−1, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) and
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NH4NO3 (stock solution = 20 g L−1 and filter-sterilized) to
reach a final concentration of 220 mg L−1 and 0.5 g L−1,
respectively. This was followed by the addition of a filter-
sterilized FeCl3·6H2O solution (5.14 mg L−1). To prepare a
preculture for subsequent batch and chemostat (continuous
cultivation) degradation experiments, A. chlorophenolicus A6
was grown on MS media with 4-CP and NH4NO3 in a shaken
flask at 300 rpm until an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of
0.15 (mid-exponential phase) was reached. For batch
degradation experiments, cells were harvested by centrifuging
50 mL of preculture, washing the pellet twice in sterile MS
media, and resuspending it in 1 mL of sterile MS media. This
suspension was added to 500 mL of MS media supplemented
with 220 mg L−1 4-CP to initiate the degradation of 4-CP at 25
°C. Subsequently, samples were taken for concentration and
isotope analysis of 4-CP and cell concentration measurements
over time and data were used to estimate Haldane inhibition
kinetic constants (see the Supporting Information).
The continuous cultivation of A. chlorophenolicus A6 was

performed in custom-made bioreactors equipped with a
magnetic stirrer, where the agitation speed was maintained at
300 rpm (Supporting Information, Figure S1). In such
chemostats, the growth of microorganisms is determined by
the rate of in- and outflow, where wash-out of media and
microorganisms is balanced by continuous addition of media
and growth of bacteria. At high flow/dilution rates D [defined
as the ratio of the medium flow rate (mL h−1) and cultivation
volume (L)], the reactor volume is quickly exchanged so that
bacteria grow more quickly to maintain a steady-state cell
concentration. At low D, in contrast, growth rates become
small. Periodic aeration of the culture was achieved by
pumping air through an L-shaped tube sparger assembly.
Specifically, an intermittent flow of air at a rate of 0.03 L-air
L−1 min−1 was sparged to maintain the oxygen saturation level
in the range of 40−70% as monitored using a pO2 probe
(Applikon Biotechnologie B.V., Netherlands). No loss of 4-CP
was observed. The feeding bottle was tightly closed and
connected to another bottle with the same concentration of 4-
CP solution to exclude substance loss by evaporation into the
gas phase in the feeding reservoir. The working volume of the
bioreactor was maintained at 1600 mL, the pH was held
constant at 7.2, and the temperature was 25 °C. A preculture of
A. chlorophenolicus A6 [10% (v/v)] was used for inoculation.
The bioreactors were operated at three dilution rates (D) of
0.018, 0.038, and 0.090 h−1 corresponding to a hydraulic
retention time (HRT) of 3, 1, and 0.46 days, respectively.
Dilution rates were only changed after achieving a steady state
at a particular D. The steady state was defined by constant cell
densities and 4-CP concentrations (<5 and <10% relative
variation, respectively) for at least four HRTs. All cultivations
were performed in duplicates. Due to the toxicity of 4-CP and
intermediates of its catabolic breakdown,43 the cultivation
vessels were kept in the safety hood; also, to exclude
photodegradation, they were protected from light (covered
by aluminum foil).
Measurement of Substrate (4-CP) Concentrations

and Biomass. Samples were taken at different time points
during batch degradation and continuous operation of the
bioreactors. After filtering the samples, concentration measure-
ments of 4-CP were conducted using a Prominence HPLC
system (Shimadzu Corp., Japan) equipped with a 150 × 4.6
mm Ultracarb 5 μm ODS (30) 60 Å column (Phenomenex
Inc., USA) and UV detector. Details of the HPLC method are

provided in the Supporting Information. To measure the cell
dry weight, samples from chemostats at the steady state were
centrifuged at 4 °C in a preweighed tube washed with 0.9%
NaCl and dried at 85 °C to constant weight.30

Determination of Cell Numbers, Viability, and
Morphology. Cells were stained with SYBR Green I and
propidium iodide to estimate the number of total cells and
viable cells by flow cytometry, respectively, as described in
Kundu et al.27 The cell concentration measurements were used
to define the steady state in the chemostats and for calculating
the specific growth rate46 in batch cultivation. For morphology,
the cells were analyzed on agar glass slides by light microscopy
with an Axioscope 2 Plus microscope (Carl Zeiss AG,
Germany).47

Consumption Rate of 4-CP. The specific substrate
consumption rate of 4-CP was represented as qs, that is, the
quotient of substrate consumption rate per hour and biomass
present in the vessel (mg S mg Cx h

−1). qs was calculated as

q
Ys

opt

μ=
(1)

where μ is the specific growth rate (in chemostats at steady
state, μ = D) and Yopt is the operational yield, that is, mg
biomass produced per mg of the substrate consumed where
biomass was determined from cell dry weight experimentally as
described above. In chemostats, Yopt was determined as
described below

Y
X

S Sopt
0

=
− (2)

where X is biomass concentration measured at the steady state,
S0 is the 4-CP concentration in the medium, and S is the
residual 4-CP concentration at the steady state.

Gas Chromatography Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrom-
etry Analysis of 4-CP Samples in Batch and Chemostats.
Carbon isotope values of the 4-CP (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany)
used in the cultivation were determined beforehand using an
elemental analyzer coupled with isotope ratio mass spectrom-
etry (EA-IRMS). Details of the method are included in the
Supporting Information. For isotope analysis, 10−20 mL of
sample volume was withdrawn from batch and 100−200 mL
from chemostats at the steady state. Samples were filtered
within 5 min (pore size 0.2 μm, diameter 47 mm; GE
Healthcare Ltd., UK) to stop degradation. Degradation during
this time was verified to be less than 1% (data not shown).
After filtration, 4-CP was extracted with dichloromethane
(DCM, 5% of the sample volume, three times, resulting in an
overall extraction efficiency of app. 90% and no changes in
isotope values). DCM was partly evaporated (not to complete
dryness) at room temperature using a gentle nitrogen stream,
and finally, 4-CP was reconstituted in 100 μL of DCM.
Simultaneously, 1 mL of the medium which was fed to the
chemostats was collected, frozen at −80 °C, and dried by
lyophilization, and 4-CP was reconstituted in 100 μL of DCM.
Controls ensured the absence of isotope fractionation during
these operations. Carbon isotope analysis of 4-CP was
performed on a gas chromatography-IRMS (GC-IRMS)
system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts,
USA) consisting of a Trace GC with a PAL autosampler (CTC
Analytics) equipped with a DB-5 analytical column (30/60 m,
0.25 mm ID, 0.25/1 μm film, Agilent Technologies, Germany)
coupled to a Finnigan MAT 253 isotope ratio mass
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spectrometer via a Finnigan GC Combustion III interface
(both Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany).
Values of δ13C of 4-CP in per mil (‰) are reported relative

to PeeDee Belemnite (V-PDB) using the following equation49

( )
( )

R
R
( )

( )
1 1 Cx

ref

C
C x

C
C ref

13

13

12

13

12

δ− = − =

(3)

where R is the ratio of heavy (13C) and light (12C) carbon
isotopes, respectively, in a sample (x) and reference (ref).
Determination of δ13C values was performed relative to the
laboratory CO2 monitoring gas, which was introduced at the
beginning and the end of each analysis run. The laboratory
CO2 was calibrated to the international reference material
VPDB by the reference CO2 standard (RM8563) supplied by
the International Atomic Energy Agency. The enrichment
factor (ε) for batch degradation was calculated using the classic
Rayleigh equation48,49

R
R

fln
C 1
C 1

lnt

0

13

13
0

δ
δ

ε= +
+

= ·
(4)

where Rt and R0 are compound-specific isotope ratios of heavy
versus light isotopes at a given time and at the beginning of the
reaction, respectively, and f is the fraction of the remaining
pollutant in the time course of reaction or degradation. In the
case of samples from chemostat experiments where 4-CP was
continuously added and the outflow was withdrawn, ε was
calculated as per the following equation28

f( C C )/(1 )13
in

13
chemostatε δ δ= − − (5)

where δin and δchemostat refer to carbon isotope ratios of 4-CP in
inflow and outflow of the chemostat, respectively, and f =
(concchemostat/concin) denotes the fraction of the residual
substrate in the chemostat (eq 2.23 in Hayes, 198350).
Samples from each sampling event were split into 3−6
technical replicates for isotope measurements. Even though
concentrations in the outflow of chemostats were as low as 90
μg/L, our sampling protocol ensured sufficient mass (1500
ppm in the extracts, 1 nmol on-column) for peak amplitudes of
2 V ensuring precise isotope analysis (see Figure S9). Overall
analytical uncertainty, 2σ of carbon isotope measurements, was
±0.5‰. For evaluating isotope ratios of samples from batch
experiments, measurements were bracketed by laboratory
standards so that the principle of identical treatment by
Werner and Brand51 could be applied where isotope values are
determined against those of precharacterized standards and
values are expressed as arithmetic means of 3−6 replicate
measurements with their respective standard deviations (±σ).
For analysis of samples from chemostat experiments, samples
from in- and outflow were measured intermittently so that the
enrichment factor for each biological replicate at each dilution
rate could be determined as described above (eq 5) from six
technical replicates without additional calibration by external
standards. These technical replicates did not differ significantly
from one another at the 0.05 level for each dilution rate.
Hence, the enrichment factors of the two biological replicates
were combined and the average is reported.
Lipid Extraction and Membrane Fatty Acid Analysis.

To extract membrane lipids and generate fatty acid methyl
esters (FAMEs), the “Sherlock Microbial Identification
System” was used.52 A sample volume of 2 mL was used for

extraction and analysis. In brief, the fatty acids were separated
from the rest of the lipid by saponification followed by
methylation and extraction. The FAMEs were analyzed using a
gas chromatograph coupled to a mass spectrometer (GC−MS)
equipped with a split/splitless injector (FinniganTrace Ultra
and Trace DSQ, Thermo Electron Corporation, Waltham, MA,
USA) on a CP-Sil 88 capillary column (Agilent Technologies,
Netherlands; 50 m × 0.25 mm × 0.20 μm film). The fatty acids
were identified by their retention time and mass spectrum in
comparison with an authentic standard mix containing
different FAMEs (EURISO-TOP GmbH, Saarbrücken,
Germany). The ratio of anteiso-pentadecanoic acid (anteiso-
C15:0) to iso-pentadecanoic acid (iso-C15:0) was calculated
as follows

anteiso
iso

ratio
Area(C15: 0 anteiso)

Area(C15: 0 iso)
=

(6)

Details of the method are provided in the Supporting
Information.

Proteomics Analysis. For proteomics analysis, 200 mL of
sample volume was withdrawn from chemostats at steady state
and 20 mL from batch experiments. Details of protein
extraction are reported in our previous publication.27 Ten
micrograms of the whole protein extract from each sample was
used for trypsin digestion using a modified FASP procedure.53

The details of label-free quantification are provided in the
Supporting Information. Normalization of raw abundance data
of all unique peptides allocated to each protein were performed
using Progenesis QI software.
Analysis of normalized abundances of proteins detected

under different cultivation conditions was carried out using the
limma R/Bioconductor package.54 A multidimensional scaling
(MDS) plot based on log2-transformed protein abundances
quantified for different conditions was generated to show the
relationship between different samples. Analysis of differential
protein abundances was performed using the Limma-Voom in
Bioconductor pipeline.54,55 The voomWithQualityWeights
function was used, which determines both observation-level
and sample-specific weights for subsequent linear modeling.
After voom transformation, Empirical Bayes-moderated t-
statistics were used to assess the differentially abundant
proteins between different conditions.56 The undetected
proteins were handled in the same way as for linear models.56

A cutoff in the log fold change (LFC) higher than log2(2.5)
and a Benjamini−Hochberg57-corrected P-value of <0.05 were
applied for the proteins to be differentially abundant during the
pairwise comparison between different conditions. Normalized
protein abundance of each protein was converted to z-score
using the transformation [x − mean]/SD, where x is one
protein in the data set population and SD is the standard
deviation. Hierarchical clustering of the z-scores for the
differentially abundant proteins and all quantified proteins
was performed using “Euclidean distance” as a distance
function and was visualized as heat maps with the seaborn
package.58

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chemostat Cultivation Revealed That Degradation

Activity Was Downregulated at Low Concentrations. 4-
CP was degraded in batch (S0 = 220 mg L−1) up to 82% within
55 h (Supporting Information, Figure S2). This confirms that
A. cholorophenolicus can withstand high and toxic concen-
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trations of 4-CP as suggested by Westerberg et al.5 In addition,
4-CP is known to be inhibitory to A. chlorophenolicus A6,37

where substrate inhibition follows a fundamental biological
regulatory mechanism.59 The regulating effect has also been
reported in the microbial growth rate whichin contrast to
classical Monod growth kineticswas found to become lower
at high concentrations60,61 and even the lag phase of the
microbial growth curve was found to be extended at high
inhibitory concentrations.5,60 Analogous observations were
made in this study and could be modeled by Haldane kinetics
(see Figures S2 and S3).
After observing an expected regulating effect at high 4-CP

concentrations (mg L−1 range) in batch experiments, we
explored adaptation in the low-concentration regime in
chemostat experiments (Figure 1A,B). The residual steady-
state 4-CP concentration in chemostats operated at a D of
0.018 h−1 was 90 ± 10 μg L−1 or 0.7 ± 0.1 μM, which is much
smaller than the Monod constant of Ks = 0.012 mM estimated
from kinetic modeling (Supporting Information, Figure S3).
The viable cell count at this concentration was ∼2.22 ± 0.32 ×
108 cells mL−1. Remarkably, changing the D to 0.038 h−1 did
not introduce significant changes in the 4-CP concentration
(95 ± 10 μg L−1) at the steady state (Figure 1A) neither was
an apparent change in the biomass in terms of cell
concentration (1.92 ± 0.32 × 108 cells mL−1) observed
(Figure 1B). This is in stark contrast to the classical behavior
of chemostat experiments where residual substrate concen-
trations decrease with a decrease in D.17 Previously, this kind
of behavior was observed in benzoate degradation where no
significant change in residual concentration was observed after
changing D, an observation which was attributed to regulation
of enzymatic turnover by altered degradation protein
abundance.18 Hence, the fact that the same residual
concentration was observed even after doubling D implies
that degradation activity at low concentrations of 4-CP must
have been regulated leading to slower turnover and higher
residual concentrations than expectedalso in comparison
with the batch degradation experiment, in which 4-CP was
completely degraded (Supporting Information, Figure S2).

It was only at an extremely high dilution rate of D = 0.09 h−1

that steady-state cell concentrations decreased to 6.83 ± 0.12
× 107 cells mL−1 and a stark increase in 4-CP concentrations to
88 ± 8 mg L−1 (0.68 mM) was finally observed (Figure 1A,B).
Since under these conditions, residual 4-CP concentrations (S)
greatly exceeded the Haldane inhibition constant KI = 12.0 mg
L−1 from kinetic modeling (Supporting Information, Figure
S3), this inhibitory effect is fully consistent with our
observation of inhibition at high substrate concentrations
from batch. Combined evidence from batch and chemostats
therefore suggests that 4-CP degradation was not only
inhibited at high 4-CP concentrationsas known from the
literature59 and modeled by Haldane kinetics (Supporting
Information, Figure S3)but we discovered that turnover was
in addition decreased by regulation of enzyme activity at low
concentrations. In a next step, we therefore explored whether
such a regulation of enzyme activity was associated with
changes in isotope fractionation.

Pronounced Isotope Fractionation in Chemostats
Indicates That 4-CP Degradation Was Not Strongly
Mass Transfer-Limited at Low (90 μg L−1) Concen-
trations. In a batch experiment starting at high concentrations
(c0 = 220 mg L−1), isotope analysis of 4-CP at different
degradation time points showed significant changes in isotope
values 13C/12C (δ13C) in the remaining 4-CP (Figure 2A).
Determination of the carbon isotope enrichment factor
according to the Rayleigh equation resulted in a value of ε =
−2.1 ± 0.5‰. No isotope fractionation was observed in sterile
controls which confirmed that no isotope fractionation was
introduced by steps of extraction and reconstitution of
samples. An even smaller extent of isotope fractionation of ε
= −1.0 ± 0.5‰ was obtained in chemostats at very high
dilution D = 0.090 h−1 and a high residual substrate
concentration of 88 mg L−1. In contrast, in chemostats at D
0.018 h−1 with a much lower residual concentration of 90 ± 10
μg L−1, the isotope enrichment factor of 4-CP in chemostats
was significantly higher (ε = −4.1 ± 0.2‰, Figure 2B). This
value even stands out when comparing it to carbon isotopic
enrichment factors reported for biodegradation of other

Figure 1. Chemostat cultivation reveals that degradation activity was regulated on the enzyme level. (A) Concentration of residual 4-CP at different
dilution rates in chemostats. (B) Cell numbers per milliliter at different dilution rates.
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phenolic substrates transformed through aromatic ring
oxidation such as of phenol (ε = −1.5 ± 0.1‰),44 cresol (ε
= −1.4 ± 0.2‰),44 2-nitrophenol (ε = −1.2 ± 0.1‰),62 5-
methyl-2-nitrophenol (ε = −1.3 ± 0.2‰),62 or trichlorinated
phenols (ε = −0.5 to +0.3‰).63 The initial step in degradation
of 4-CP in A. chlorophenolicus A6 is catalyzed by two
monooxygenases.43 Hence, this value may be compared to
carbon isotope fractionation in ring monooxygenation from
enzyme assays where a possible influence of the cell membrane
was eliminated, such as of 2-nitrophenol (ε = −1.4 ± 0.1‰),62

5-methyl-2-nitrophenol (ε = −1.5 ± 0.2‰),62 4-hydroxyphe-
nylacetate (ε = −1.1 ± 0.1‰),64 and 4-hydroxybenzoate (ε =
−0.1 ± 0.1‰).64 Again, these reported values are smaller than
the isotope fractionation observed in our study. It is well-
recognized and has been demonstrated in an illustrative study
by Wijker et al. that intrinsic isotope effects may already be
masked on the enzyme leveldepending on the presence of
“bold” versus “cautious” monooxygenasesso that these
values of enzymes and microorganisms likely do not reflect
the intrinsic isotope effect of the underlying biochemical
reaction.64 To compare it with tabulated kinetic isotope effects
of unmasked reactions, we therefore considered that our
observed enrichment factor ε = −4.1 ± 0.2‰ represents a
compound average and that 4-CP contains six carbon atoms so
that a position-specific apparent kinetic isotope effect can
tentatively be estimated as AKIE = 1/(−0.0041·6 + 1) =
1.025.65 This value falls toward the upper end of the range of
unmasked kinetic isotope effects reported for abiotic CC
bond oxidation (1.011 to 1.024, Table 2 Elsner et al.65). We
can, therefore, conclude (i) that the degradation of 4-CP at low
concentrations was not significantly mass transfer-limited and
(ii) that it even represented the intrinsic isotope effect of the

underlying biochemical reaction inside the enzymeother-
wise, this intrinsic isotope effect would have been masked.
This increase in isotope fractionation at lower concen-

trations, however, is in stark contrast with results from our
recent study on atrazine degradation, where a dramatic
decrease in isotope fractionation was observed when substrate
concentrations fell below 60 μg L−1.28 A direct comparison is
difficult becausein contrast to atrazine degradation by A.
aurescens TC1the regulation of enzyme activity in A.
chlorophenolicus A6 prevented us from reaching 4-CP
concentrations below 85 μg L−1 in our chemostat experiments:
when lowering the dilution rate, cell-specific activity also
declined so that concentrations remained at the same level,
even though a longer residence time was available for
degradation. Nonetheless, we observed (i) that the intrinsic
isotope effect of the enzyme reaction was strongly expressed at
low (90 ± 10 μg L−1) concentrations; (ii) that enzyme activity
appeared to be strongly regulated under these circumstances;
and (iii) that much smaller isotope fractionation was observed
at higher concentrations in batch and chemostats. This
observation is in contrast to theoretical predictions that
smaller isotope fractionation is expected at lower rather than at
higher concentrations.15,16 It therefore highlights a novel type
of regulation at low concentrations suggesting either a switch
in metabolic pathways and/or that an interplay between
changes in membrane permeability and enzyme activity may be
at work as hypothesized in the Introduction. In a next step, we
therefore considered evidence from the analysis of membrane
fatty acids and proteomics to explore a possible role of
membrane composition and the regulation of enzyme
expression.

Figure 2. Higher isotope fractionation in chemostat cultivation indicates that 4-CP degradation at low concentrations was not mass transfer-
limited. (A) Isotope fractionation (ε) in batch (high concentration data point) was determined according to the Rayleigh equation (eq 4). (B)
Isotope fractionation at different dilution points in chemostats. Isotope fractionation in a chemostat was determined by the difference of the isotope
values (δ13C) of inflow and outflow (eq 5). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of isotope analysis of samples. A ratio of anteiso vs iso fatty
acid shows higher membrane permeability at high concentrations.
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Fatty Acid Analysis Gives Evidence of Smaller
Membrane Permeability at Low Concentrations. The
transport across the membrane of bacterial cells is affected by
its physical properties, especially by its fatty acid content.66

The fatty acid content of a cell membrane can change as a

result of physiological adaptation.36,37,40,67 In A. chloropheno-
licus A6, the predominating fatty acids are iso-pentadecanoic
acid (iso-C15:0) and anteiso-pentadecanoic acid (anteiso-
C15:0).5 It is well-established that the ratio of anteiso/iso
controls the fluidity or permeability of the membrane, where a

Figure 3. Physiological adaptation at different concentrations in chemostats and batch. (A) Venn diagram illustrates differentially abundant
proteins between the three comparison pairsbatch vs chemostat at D0.018 (Batch−D0.018), D0.018 vs chemostat at a dilution rate of 0.090 h−1

(D0.018−D0.090), and batch vs D0.090 (Batch−D0.090). Numbers in red represent significantly highly abundant proteins and those in blue
represent proteins of significantly low abundance. (B) Heat map representing the clustering of 731 significantly abundant proteins at batch, D0.018,
and D0.09. Protein abundance is displayed in the heat map as z-scores (i.e., calculated based on how many SD units a protein’s abundance is away
from the mean abundance derived from all conditions) in the range between 2 (of significantly higher abundance, red) and −2 (of significantly
lower abundance, green). Each batch and chemostat cultivation was performed in replicates as indicated by dilution rates in the brackets below the
heat map. (C) Distribution of overlapping significantly high- and low-abundant proteins across COG categories in batch, D0.018, and D0.09. First
seven COG categories contained proteins for transport and were highly abundant (present at the right side of the tornado plot) in batch compared
to D0.018 indicating that the transport of molecules was slow at D0.018.
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high anteiso content makes the membrane more fluid.37

Surprisingly, measurement of membrane fatty acids showed a
greater anteiso-to-iso ratio in batch indicating that the cell
membrane was more permeable than at low concentrations in
chemostats (Figure 2B). This is contrary to the observation of
Unell et al.,37 where a lower anteiso-to-iso ratio was observed
at high 4-CP concentrationshowever, under growth on yeast
extract with spiked 4-CP so that the results are not directly
comparable to our findings. It also contrasts recent findings by
Wunderlich et al.45 who observed that higher 4-CP
concentrations resulted in more rigid membranes in Thaurera
aromatica (higher degree of fatty acid saturation), entailing
smaller 15N/14N isotope fractionation during nitrate reduction.
It is noteworthy that our results represent a specific case where
the phenolic compound was used as a growth substrate. We
speculate that cells may have abstained from making the
membrane rigid so that permeation would not be slowed when
an efficient enzyme machinery was in place for catabolic
breakdown. Since 4-CP is more lipophilic than nonsubstituted
phenols,37 permeation is likely mediated by diffusion. Never-
theless, to understand the possible role of transporters in the
degradation, we looked into the expression of proteins related
to transport.
Proteomics Reveals Significantly Lower Abundance

of Transport-Related Proteins at Low Concentrations.
Microorganisms are known to physiologically adapt to different
substrate conditions, for example, by upregulating specific
enzymes or transporters, which is generally reflected in the
proteome state of the cells.27−29,68 The proteome state of the
cells was analyzed in chemostats at D 0.018 and D 0.09 and in
batch. In total, 1404 proteins were quantified which
corresponds to ∼31% coverage of total predicted protein-
coding genes in A. chlorophenolicus A6 and 1201 proteins were
quantified in all the samples (Supporting Information, Table

S1). During pairwise comparisons of three cultivation
conditions, 731 differentially abundant proteins (either up/
downregulated) (Figure 3A) were observed. Hierarchical
clustering of differentially abundant proteins shows that
many proteins in batch and at D0.09 had a significantly higher
abundance (z-score around 2) which were less abundant at
D0.018 suggesting an adaptation at the cellular level in
response to low concentrations (Figure 3B). To perform a
functional interpretation, these differentially abundant proteins
were linked to clusters of orthologous group categories
(COGs)69 (Figure 3C, Supporting Information, Tables S2−
S4). Specific transporters for 4-CP are not known. However,
putative transporters which might play a role in 4-CP
permeation were highly abundant at high concentrations
such as the putative ligand-binding sensor protein (B8H8Y4)
(Supporting Information, Tables S2 and S4). This suggests
that in the case of transporter-mediated permeation, mass
transfer might have been accelerated at high concentrations at
batch compared to low concentrations. In this study, therefore,
both the fatty acid analysis and proteomics data indicate that
the lower isotope fractionation at high concentrations in
chemostats is not caused by a less-permeable cell membrane
but must have other reasons. In a next step, proteomics was
therefore evaluated to explore regulation on the level of
enzyme expression.

Differential Expression of Proteins Related to 4-CP
Degrading Enzymes at Low Concentrations. As discussed
above, the high isotope fractionation (ε = −4.1 ± 0.2‰) in
chemostats (D0.018) gives unequivocal evidence that
enzymatic turnover was slow relative to mass transfer at low
concentrationsotherwise, intrinsic isotope effects would not
have been so strongly expressed. When interpreting this value
in comparison with the lower observable isotope fractionation
at high concentrations in batch and chemostats at D0.09, the

Figure 4. 4-CP degradation pathway adapted from the literature.43,71,72,77 Three pairwise comparison groups were created as indicated by the
numbers 1, 2, and 3. 1: Batch vs chemostat at a dilution rate of 0.018 h−1 (Batch-D018). 2: Chemostat at a dilution rate of 0.018 h−1 vs chemostat
at a dilution rate of 0.090 h−1 (D018-D090). 3: Batch vs chemostat at a dilution rate of 0.090 h−1 (batch-D090). Different colors represent the LFC
in specific proteins from a pairwise comparison between chemostats and batch. Symbols (*) indicate proteins of differential abundance, where the
criteria for significant differences were a P-value of <0.05 together with a cutoff LFC of log2(2.5). The dotted line indicates the postulated pathway,
and the brackets indicate the hypothetical intermediate.
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decisive step is the enzyme reaction of the initial irreversible
transformation. Compared to atrazine transformation by A.
aurescens TC1, 4-CP transformation by A. chlorophenolicus A6
is more complex because it may involve two possible initial
pathways,43 which are encoded by a chlorophenol degradation
(cph) gene cluster involving different proteins (Figure 4,
Supporting Information, Table S5). One initial oxidative
degradation pathway of 4-CP is catalyzed by CphCI and
CphB whichtogether with flavin reductase (B8HJC3)
form a two-component flavin-diffusible monooxygenase (TC-
FDM).43,70−72 CphB reduces FAD to FADH2 via NADH,
whereas CphCI uses FADH2 to activate molecular O2 for
oxidation of 4-CP to hydroxyquinone.71,72 The second
degradation pathway is catalyzed by the CphCII protein
which has been postulated to oxidize 4-CP to 4-chloroca-
techol.43 Here, the degradation mechanism has not been
elucidated yet. Consequently, the turnover of 4-CP can be the
result of two parallel transformations catalyzed by CphCI and
CphCII, and the observable isotope fractionation may be the
weighted average of both, where it would mostly reflect the
predominant pathway. The observation that breakdown by
different enzymes causes different isotope effects in organic
pollutants has been made previously for dioxygenases in
nitroaromatic compound oxidation73 or for ring versus methyl
group oxidation of toluene74

Hence, when interpreting the smaller value of ε at high
concentrations in batch in comparison with the large ε in
chemostats at D0.018, the modulated ε may either be evidence
of masked isotope fractionation due to mass transfer or the
result of a metabolic shift between the two initial pathways of
Figure 4 leading to a different weighted average of isotope
effects from two different enzymes. In this case, one would
expect regulation of one enzymatic pathway relative to the
other at high versus low concentrations (CphCI vs CphCII).
Direct observation of either pathway was not possible

because our chemical analysis was not optimized to measure
the respective short-lived intermediates (hydroxyquinone vs 4-
chlorocatechol). However, to understand the regulation on the
degradation of 4-CP at low concentrations, proteins related to
the 4-CP degradation pathway could be compared between
D0.018, D0.09, and batch (Figure 4). We observed that CphCI
and CphCII were both differentially less abundant at D0.018
compared to D0.090 (Supporting Information, Table S5,
Figure 4). This indicates that downregulation of enzymes is a
possible reason for the higher isotope fractionation observed at
low concentrations. Alternatively, a shift in degradation
pathways might play a role. Indeed, abundance of CphCI
was fourfold reduced, whereas CphCII was eightfold less
abundant (Supporting Information, Table S5). Both CphCI
and CphCII are inducible not constitutive,42 and evidence
from previous work suggests that both pathways were co-
occurring at high concentrations (no kinetic preference).43

Hence, the expression level of CphCI and CphCII might also
contribute to a dominance of one degradation pathway. In this
study, the relative abundance of CphCI was higher than
CphCII under all conditions. However, a small shift in the ratio
of CphCI/CphCIIabout half from D018 (202:1) and batch
(159:1) to D090 (90:1)was observed (Supporting Informa-
tion, Table S5), which might also produce a small shift in
degradation pathways. Hence, our analysis highlights physio-
logical adaptation on the enzyme expression levelboth with
respect to total abundance of catabolic enzymes (CphCI and

CphCII) and with respect to a possible shift in metabolic
pathways (CphCI and CphCII) at low concentrations.
This total abundance (CphCI and CphCII) also explains the

observed regulation on 4-CP turnover in chemostats, which
decreased with lower dilution rates leading to the same residual
substrate concentration at different dilution rates, Figure 1, and
the situation that two different qs were observed at the same
residual concentrations (0.66 ± 0.12 vs 1.54 ± 0.65 mg S mg
Cx

−1 h−1 at D of 0.018 and 0.038 h−1, respectively, See
Supporting Information, Table S6). At high D (0.09), a high qs
(6.14 ± 0.88 mg S−1 mg Cx h

−1) was observed indicating that
degradation became faster at high concentrations and became
smaller at low concentrations in chemostats, consistent with
our conclusions about enzyme activity regulation at low
concentrations mentioned above. Specifically, when the
feeding pump was stopped, only very slow degradation was
observed over 60 min in chemostats at a residual (=effluent)
concentration of 90 ± 5 μg L−1 (Supporting Information,
Figure S5). This is in contrast to atrazine degradation, where
we observed rapid degradation of atrazine in chemostats at a
residual (=effluent) concentration of 60 μg L−1.28 Besides the
downregulation of proteins (Figure 3), the overall reduced
metabolism was also reflected in the morphology of cells
(Supporting Information, Figure S4).

Environmental Significance. In natural oligotrophic
environments such as groundwater, heterotrophic bacteria
feed on a multitude of naturally occurring organic compounds
that have in common that they occur only in small
concentrations. Hence, understanding bacterial regulation
and adaptation under such low-energy conditions is of general
importanceas much for the persistence of organic matter in
carbon budgeting, as for bioremediation of low-level chemical
pollution. To explore possible underlying patterns of
adaptation, this study has focused on degradation of one
substrate (4-CP) by one strain in a setup of deliberately
reduced complexity. Even though this experimental design
does not directly mimic natural groundwater conditions, it has
the advantage that it enables a relevant generic process
understanding by allowing us to combine evidence from CSIA,
membrane fatty acid analysis, and the analysis of the proteome
state of the cells. This multidisciplinary approach revealed (i)
that the enzymatic turnover inside bacteria of the studied strain
A. chlorophenolicus A6 was regulated at multiple levels at low
concentrations (μg L−1) including membrane composition, as
well as differential expression of enzymes and/or a possible
shift in metabolic pathways, and (ii) that this regulation
resulted in a situation that substrate supply through the cell
membrane did not become rate-limiting at low concentrations
but that rather enzyme activity inside the cell was down-
regulated first. Since this observation is in stark contrast to the
observation of mass transfer limitation in low-level atrazine
degradation by A. aurescens TC128 or of 2,6-dichlorobenza-
mide degradation by Aminobacter sp. MSH1,75 the present
study reveals a different pattern of microbial adaptation to low
concentrations: bacteria downregulated their enzymatic
activity instead of running into limited substrate supply.
Hence, the pattern observed here reveals another “end-
member behavior” on the scale of physiological adaptation of
degrading bacteria that can be expected in low-energy
environments. Remarkably, this physiological limitation was
observed at a concentration around 90 μg L−1. Considering
that ΔRG0′cat = −111 ± 5 kJ·mol−1 and that the observed
specific substrate consumption rate observed was 0.66 mg S g
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Cx
−1·h−1, this concentration is much higher than the minimum

substrate concentration required for maintenance of cells’
viability.76 Cells can physiologically adapt under extremely low
energy fluxes which will enable moving to much lower
concentrations with a near-zero growth rate.27 Nonetheless,
in this study, degradation was observed to become slow already
at 90 μg L−1 indicating that microbial adaptation by enzyme
regulation would curb bioremediation effortsor utilization of
organic matterat low concentrations. Based on this insight,
we conclude that bioaugmentation approaches would seem
most promising when they rely on bacteria that maintain their
intrinsic enzyme activity high so that they run into mass
transfer limitations as an ultimate physical limit before
downregulating their metabolism. The discovery of such
specific physiological adaptation in degrading bacteria
emphasizes the need for a knowledge base for management
of bioremediation of different pollutants that account for
bacterial adaptation. In future studies, it will, hence, be
important to study degradation of other contaminants by
different microorganisms to better understand limitations of
mass transfer versus enzymatic turnover on micropollutant
degradationor organic substrates in generalat low
concentrations and design strategies to overcome them.
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